This paper proposes a novel Pearson-type quasi maximum likelihood estimator (QMLE) of GARCH(p, q) models. Unlike the existing Gaussian QMLE, Laplacian QMLE, generalized non-Gaussian QMLE, or LAD estimator, our Pearsonian QMLE (PQMLE) captures not just the heavy-tailed but also the skewed innovations. Under strict stationarity and some weak moment 15 conditions, the strong consistency and asymptotical normality of the PQMLE are obtained. With no further efforts, the PQMLE can apply to other conditionally heteroskedastic models. A simulation study is carried out to assess the performance of the PQMLE. Two applications to eight major stock indexes and four exchange rates further highlight the importance of our new method.
INTRODUCTION
After the seminal work of Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986) , numerous volatility models 25 have been widely used to capture the feature of conditional heteroscedasticity in economic and financial data sets; see, e.g., Bollerslev, Chou and Kroner (1992) , Bera and Higgins (1993) and Francq and Zakoïan (2010) . Among them, the most influential model in empirical studies is the GARCH(p, q) model given by
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where ω > 0, α i ≥ 0(i = 1, · · · , p), β j ≥ 0(j = 1, · · · , q), and ε t is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. Traditional inference for the GARCH model is based on the Gaussian quasi maximum likelihood estimator (GQMLE), which is proposed by assuming that ε t follows a standard normal distribution. Berkes, Horváth and Kokoszka (2003) showed that when ε t has a finite fourth mo-one can assume a different identification condition rather than Eε 2 t = 1. For instance, Peng and Yao (2003) proposed a least absolute deviation estimator (LADE) under the identification condition that median(ε 2 t ) = 1, and the consistency and asymptotic normality of LADE was proved 55
in Chen and Zhu (2013) under only a finite fractional moment of ε t . By assuming that ε t follows a standard Laplace distribution, Berkes and Horváth (2004) considered the Laplacian QMLE (LQMLE) under the identification condition that E|ε t | = 1, and they showed that the LQMLE is consistent and asymptotically normal when ε t has a finite second moment; see also Li and Li (2008) and Zhu and Ling (2011) for more discussions in this context. Secondly, one can re-60 tain the identification condition Eε 2 t = 1 for NGQMLE but re-parameterize models (1)-(2). This method has been used for the semi-parametric estimator in Drost and Klaassen (1997) , the rankbased estimator in Andrews (2012) , and the generalized NGQMLE (GNGQMLE) in Fan, Li and Xiu (2013) . By introducing a scale adjustment parameter, the GNGQMLE is consistent and asymptotical normal when ε t has a finite second moment, while the semi-parametric and rank-65 based estimators can only estimate the heteroscedastic parameters α i and β j under the same re-parameterized GARCH(p, q) model. Morevoer, it is worth noting that when ε t has an infinite fourth moment, all of LADE, LQMLE and GNGQMLE achieve root-n convergency, while the GQMLE suffers a slower convergence rate as shown in Hall and Yao (2003) .
In this paper, we propose a Pearsonian QMLE (PQMLE) of models (1)-(2) by assuming that 70 ε t follows a Pearson's Type IV distribution. Like the LADE and LQMLE, the PQMLE requires a specified identification condition rather than Eε 2 t = 1. Under strict stationarity and a finite fractional moment of ε t , the strong consistency and asymptotic normality of the PQMLE are obtained. Therefore, the PQMLE is applicable to all of the aforementioned non-Gaussian distributions used in the MLE method. Furthermore, we show that the PQMLE can be easily applied 75 to other conditionally heteroskedastic models. A simulation study is carried out to assess the performance of the PQMLE, and two applications to eight major stock indexes and four exchange rates further highlight the importance of our new method. Compared to the existing NGQMLEs, the PQMLE captures not only the heavy-tailed but also the skewed innovations. Heavy-tailed and skewed innovations are often observed together in practice, but none of the existing QMLE 80 methods has been focussed on these co-existing features in the literature. The PQMLE method, which can capture a very large range of the asymmetry and leptokurtosis of ε t , now gives us a systematical way to achieve this goal.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes our PQMLE and studies its asymptotic property. Simulation results are reported in Section 3. Applications are given in Section 4. cluding remarks are offered in Section 5. The proofs are provided in the Appendix. Throughout the paper, A ′ is the transpose of matrix A, |A| = (tr(A ′ A)) 1/2 is the Euclidean norm of a matrix A, ∥A∥ s = (E|A| s ) 1/s is the L s -norm (s ≥ 1) of a random matrix, O(1) denotes a bounded generic constant, "→ d " denotes convergence in distribution, and "→ p " denotes convergence in probability. 90 2. THE PQMLE AND ASYMPTOTIC THEORY
2·1. Some basic assumptions
Let θ = (ω, α 1 , · · · , α p , β 1 , · · · , β q ) ′ be the unknown parameters of the model given by (1)-(2) and its true value be θ 0 . Denote the parameter space by Θ, where Θ ∈ R 1+p+q 0 is compact and R 0 = [0, ∞). Then, we need the following assumptions:
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Assumption 1. y t is strictly stationary.
Assumption 2. For each θ ∈ Θ, α(z) and β(z) have no common root, α(1) ̸ = 0, α p + β q ̸ = 0
2·2. The Pearson's Type IV distribution
We briefly review the Pearson's Type IV distribution in Nagahara (1999) and Heinrich (2004) .
The Pearson's Type IV (PIV) distribution, as one of the asymmetric and leptokurtic distributions, has the following pdf:
where x ∈ R and (λ, a, ν, m) are real parameters with m ≥ 1/2 and a > 0. Here, K is the normalizing constant given by
where i = √ −1 is the imaginary number and Γ(·) is the complex Gamma function. In (3), λ and a are the location and the scale parameters, respectively; the parameter ν is related to the asymmetry of the distribution, and a positive (or negative) ν stands for a negatively (or positively) skewed distribution; the parameter m captures the leptokurtosis of the distribution, and a smaller 115 value of m represents a heavier tail of the distribution. To further illustrate this, Figure 1 plots four different f (x; 0, 1, ν, m) densities. From Figure 1 , we know that PIV(λ, a, ν, m) distribution with a small (or large) m can have a heavier (or lighter) tail than N(0,1) distribution. Also, it is worth mentioning that if ε t ∼ PIV(λ, a, ν, m), its j-th moment exists only when j < r + 1 for r = 2(m − 1). That is, ε t has a finite second moment when m > 1.5, and it has a finite fourth 120 moment when m > 2.5. Particularly, the skewness and kurtosis of ε t are as follows:
for m > 2.5. Figure 2 gives a 3-dimensional (3-D) plot of the skewness and kurtosis of ε t . From this figure, we can see that when |ν| (or m) increases, the absolute value of the skewness increase (or decrease) 125 for fixed m (or ν); and the same conclusion holds for the kurtosis. Hence, we know that the PIV distribution can capture a very large range of the asymmetry and leptokurtosis of the innovation.
For more discussions on the PIV distributions, we refer to Bauwens and Laurent (2005), Yan (2005) , and Grigoletto and Lisi (2009) . Next, we are interested in the case when ε t in model (1)-(2) follows the PIV distribution.
Figures 3-4 plot one realization for each pair of (ν, m) from the following GARCH(1,1) model:
where ε t ∼ PIV(0, 1, ν, m) with (ν, m) = (±2, 2), (0, 2), (±2, 4), and (0, 4). From Figures 3-4, we find that no matter how heavy-tailed ε t is, y t has a higher probability to be positive (or negative) when ν < 0(or > 0), and this asymmetric phenomena disappears when ν = 0. Moreover, 135 when m becomes smaller, the absolute value of y t tends to be larger, especially for its extreme values. All of these findings indicate that the GARCH model with PIV(0, 1, ν, m) innovations can capture a very large range of the asymmetry and leptokurtosis of the data set. 
2·3. The PQMLE
Given the observations {y n , · · · , y 1 } and the initial values Y 0 =: {y i ; i ≤ 0}, we first rewrite 140 the parametric models (1)-(2) as
where all expressions for c i (θ)(i ≥ 0) are given in Berkes and Horváth (2004, pages 635-636) .
Clearly, ε t (θ 0 ) = ε t and h t (θ 0 ) = σ 2 t . In practice, since the values of Y 0 are unobservable, we 145 can replace them by zeros, and then useh t (θ) instead of h t (θ) to calculate our estimator, wherẽ
andh 1 (θ) = c 0 (θ). For given (ν, m), when ε t follows the PIV(0, 1, ν, m) distribution, the loglikelihood function (ignoring some constants) can be written as
150 where m ≥ 1/2. We look for the maximizer ofL n (θ) on Θ, that is, θ n = arg max θ∈ΘL n (θ).
Because we do not assume that ε t follows the PIV(0, 1, ν, m) distribution,θ n is called the Pearsonian quasi-maximum likelihood estimator (PQMLE) of θ 0 . Note that equation (6) depends on the distribution parameters (ν, m), and so we should specify them before the calculation of 155L n (θ). Particularly, when ν = 0, the log-likelihood functionL n (θ) is symmetric. The detailed procedure to select (ν, m) is discussed in Remark 3.
y ∈ R and s > 0. Then, it is straightforward to see that
) .
In order to derive the asymptotic property ofθ n , we need two more assumptions below:
Assumption 4. The innovation ε t satisfies that
= 1.
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Assumption 5. w(s) has a unique maximum at s = 1. Assumption 4 is the identification condition for the PQMLE. Unlike the GQMLE, the condition Eε 2 t = 1 is not needed, and the conditional variance of y t in this case is σ 2 t var(ε t ), provided that Eε 2 t < ∞. Assumption 5 is a technical condition for proving the strong consistency of the PQMLE. After some simple algebra, we can show that a sufficient condition for Assumption
] ≤ 0. Figure 5 for STB(0.5, 0.5, 1, 0). Here, the STB(α,β, c, µ) distribution has the following characteristic function:
Clearly, w(s) in Figure 5 is concave with a unique maximum at s = 1 for all six distributions.
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Denote the first and second derivatives of g(y, s) with respective to s by g 1 (y, s) and g 2 (y, s), respectively. We now are ready to give our main results:
Remark 1. The PQMLE only needs a finite fractional moment of ε t for its asymptotic normality, which is weaker than the moment condition Eε 4 t < ∞ for the GQMLE in Berkes, Horváth, 170 and Kokoszka (2003) and Francq and Zakoïan (2004) , or the moment condition Eε 2 t < ∞ for the LQMLE in Berkes and Horváth (2004) and the GNGQMLE in Fan, Li, and Xiu (2013) . Note that as shown in Chen and Zhu (2013) , the LADE in Peng and Yao (2003) also only needs a finite fractional moment of ε t for its asymptotic normality.
Remark 2. The identification condition for the PQMLE in Assumption 4 is different from the identification condition Eε 2 t = 1 for the GQMLE and the GNGQMLE, the identification condition E|ε t | = 1 for the LQMLE, or the identification condition median(ε 2 t ) = 1 for the LADE.
Thus, it is not straightforward to compare the efficiency of the PQMLE with that of other estimators in formal, and the simulation comparison in Section 3 is necessary.
Remark 3. In order to calculate the PQMLE, we need to first select the parameters ν and m.
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This can be simply done by using the maximum likelihood estimation method; see Premaratne and Bera (2001), Verhoeven and McAleer (2004) , and Bhattacharyya, Mirsa, and Kodase (2009).
Assume that ε t ∼ PIV(0, 1, ν, m). Then, we can estimate (ν, m, θ) jointly by maximizing the full
Now, we can choose (ν, m) to be the corresponding estimators from this MLE method. Although the parameters ν and m selected by the MLE method may not be optimal, the practical usefulness of this method will be illustrated by the empirical examples in Section 4.
Remark 4. Note that the value of (ν, m) can be anywhere in (−∞, ∞) × [1/2, ∞], and a different value of (ν, m) will imply a different stationarity region of y t . To see this, Figure 6 190 plots the strict stationarity region of the GARCH(1,1) model:
. As a comparison, the region for Ey 2 t < ∞ is also plotted in Figure 6 . From this figure, we find that the parameter region for strict stationarity is much larger than that for Ey 2 t < ∞. Moreover, a smaller value of ν or a larger value of m will give a larger strict stationarity region. Particularly, except ε t ∼ PIV(0, 1, 2, 2), each strict stationarity 195 region in Figure 6 is much larger than that in Nelson (1990) when ε t ∼ N (0, 1) or that in Zhu and Ling (2011) when ε t ∼ Laplace(0, 1). Therefore, our PQMLE can have a much larger admissible parameter region than the GQMLE, the GNGQMLE or the LQMLE.
2·4. Extension to conditionally heteroskedastic models
In this subsection, we study the PMLE for the following conditionally heteroskedastic models: 200
where ε t being independent of {y j ; j < t} is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, the parameter space Θ ⊂ R l is compact, the true value θ 0 is an interior point in Θ, and σ :
Many existing models, such as GARCH model in (1)-(2), asymmetric power GARCH model in Ding, Granger, and Engle (1993) and asymmetric log-GARCH model in Geweke (1986) , can be 205 embedded into model (9); see e.g., Bollerslev, Chou, and Kroner (1992) and Francq and Zakoïan (2010) for more discussions in this context.
As (5), let h t (θ) = [σ(y t−1 , y t−2 , · · · ; θ)] 2 and defineh t (θ) in the same way as h t (θ) by replacing Y 0 by zeros. Then, based on {h t (θ)}, we can define the PMLE for model (9) as in (7).
To derive the asymptotic property of the PMLE, three more technical assumptions are needed. 
Assumption 7.
Assumption 8.
for some constant ρ ∈ (0, 1) and positive random variable R t such that ER 2 t < ∞.
Assumption 6 imposes some basic requirements on the function h t (θ), and they are satisfied by most of the conditionally heteroskedastic models; see, e.g., Zakoïan (2004, 2013) .
Assumptions 7-8 give some moment conditions, which have been verified for GARCH models in
Ling (2007), asymmetric power GARCH models in Hamadeh and Zakoïan (2011) and asymmet-220 ric log-GARCH models in Francq, Wintenberger, and Zakoïan (2013) . The following corollary
gives the strong consistency and asymptotic normality the PQMLE for model (9), and its proof is omitted because it follows the same ones as for Theorems 1.1-1.2 in Berkes and Horváth (2004).
COROLLARY 1. Assume that y t follows model (9). If Assumptions 1, 2(iii) and 3-8 hold, then the conclusions in Theorem 1 hold.
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SIMULATION STUDY
In this section, we compare the performance of the PQMLE with those of the GQMLE, the LQMLE, the LADE and the GNGQMLE in finite samples. We generate 1000 replications of sample size n = 1000 from the following model: where we choose (ω 0 , α 0 , β 0 ) = (0.25, 0.15, 0.3) as in Fan, Li, and Xiu (2013) , and ε t is chosen to be the PIV distributions, the STB distributions, and the Student's t distributions, respectively.
In order to implement the PQMLE, we choose (ν, m) = (ν 0 /τ 0 , m 0 /τ 0 ) such that Assumption 4 holds, where (10) εt 
0.0059 0.0010 -0.0073 0.0047 0.0001 -0.0056 0.0037 0.0000 -0.0028 0.0041 0.0000 -0.0040 RMSE 0.0445 0.0328 0.0881 0.0456 0.0334 0.0908 0.0547 0.0396 0.1097 0.0490 0.0358 0.0981
0.0087 0.0122 -0.0306 0.0080 0.0017 -0.0138 0.0036 0.0011 -0.0039 -0.0009 -0.0045 -0.0109 RMSE 0.0900 0.0905 0.1728 0.0529 0.0419 0.1084 0.0554 0.0400 0.1137 0.0497 0.0354 0.1010
0.0044 0.0002 -0.0007 0.0042 0.0002 -0.0002 0.0042 0.0006 0.0005 0.0042 0.0003 0.0002 RMSE 0.0420 0.0227 0.0477 0.0431 0.0235 0.0493 0.0498 0.0278 0.0582 0.0457 0.0252 0.0527 with (ν 0 , m 0 ) = (2, 2), (2, 4), (−2, 4) and (0, 4), and the corresponding PQMLEs are called the PQMLE 1 , PQMLE 2 , PQMLE 3 , and PQMLE 4 , respectively, Furthermore, since other four estimation methods require different identification conditions for model (10), the GQMLE (θ * 1n ),
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LQMLE (θ * 2n ), LADE (θ * 3n ), and GNGQMLE (θ * 4n ) are estimators of (τ 1 ω 0 , τ 1 α 0 , β 0 ) with τ 1 = Eε 2 t , (E|ε t |) 2 , median(ε 2 t ) and Eε 2 t respectively. In order to make our comparison feasible,
be the GQMLE, LQMLE, LADE, and GNGQMLE of (ω 0 , α 0 , β 0 ), respectively. The estimated asymptotic standard deviations of all estimators were derived in a similar way. In all calculations, we use the true values of Eε 2 t , (E|ε t |) 2 and median(ε 2 t ), and the GNGQMLE is constructed in the same way as in Section 7.2 of Fan, Li, and Xiu (2013) . Note that the PQMLEs and LADE 245 are applicable for all innovations, but the GQMLE is only applicable when Eε 4 t < ∞, and the LQMLE and GNGQMLE are only applicable when Eε 2 t < ∞.
Tables 1-2 report the bias and root mean square error (RMSE) of all estimators for model (10).
From them, we find that all estimators have very small bias. When η t ∼ PIV(0, 1, 2, 4), PQMLE 2 is the efficient estimator and so it has the smallest RMSE, while the performance of LQMLE or 250 GNGQMLE is better than those of the remaining PQMLEs. When η t ∼ PIV(0, 1, 2, 2), PQMLE 1 is the efficient estimator and so it has the smallest RMSE. In this case, all PQMLEs except PQMLE 3 have smaller RMSEs than other estimators. This advantage of the PQMLEs becomes more significant as m becomes smaller. Note that the PQMLE 3 has the worst performance in all PQMLEs, and this nay be because of the sign of ν which is negative for PQMLE 3 . Next, we 255 consider the cases that ε t follows the STB distribution. In this case, only the PQMLEs and LADE are applicable. When ε t ∼ STB(1.8, 0.5, 1, 0), all PQMLEs except PQMLE 1 have smaller RM-SEs than the LADE; when ε t ∼ STB(1.8, 0.9, 1, 0), the innovation becomes more skewed, and then the efficiency advantage of all PQMLEs (including PQMLE 1 ) over LADE becomes more significant; moreover, when ε t ∼ STB(1.5, 0, 1, 0) or STB(1.5, 0.5, 1, 0), the innovation become 260 more heavy-tailed, and then the similar conclusions can be drawn as before. Thirdly, we consider the cases that ε t follows the t distribution. In this case, the innovations are symmetric, and hence the PQMLE 4 has the best performance among all PQMLEs, although its performance is worse than those of the LQMLE and GNGQMLE. Meanwhile, the GNGQMLE has the best performance in all estimators due to its adaptive property under symmetry, and the performance of the 265
PQMLEs are always better than that of the LADE. Overall, the simulation study shows that all
PQMLEs have a good performance in finite samples, especially for the heavy-tailed and skewed innovations.
APPLICATION
4·1. Application to stock indexes 270
In this subsection, we apply the PQMLE estimation method to eight major stock indexes in the world. The data sets we considered are the daily CAC40, DAX, DJIA, FTSE, HSI, NAS-DAQ, Nikkei225, and SP500 indexes from January 3, 2000 to December 27, 2007. As usual, we denote the log-return (×100) of each data set by {y t } n t=1 , and the summary statistics for each y t is given in Table 3 . From this table, we find that each y t is skewed and has a heavier tail 275 than the N (0, 1) distribution. Hence, we use a GARCH(1,1) model with the PQMLE estimation method to fit each return series. As a comparison, we also apply the GQMLE, LQMLE, or GNGQMLE estimation method to obtain the fitted GARCH(1,1) model for each return series.
For the PQMLE method, µ and m are chosen as in Remark 3. For the GNGQMLE method, the auxiliary likelihood function is based on the standardized t 3 , t 5 or t 7 distribution such that it has 280 variance one, and then the corresponding estimator is denoted by GNGQMLE 1 , GNGQMLE 2 or GNGQMLE 3 , respectively. The detailed estimation results for each return series are given in Tables 4-5, in which the full log-likelihood function of the PQMLE is defined as in (8), and the full log-likelihood functions of the GQMLE (LLF G ), LQMLE (LLF L ), and GNGQMLE (LLF GN G ) are defined as follows:
) ,
) for k = 3 (or 5, 7), whereθ 1n ,θ 2n andθ 4n are the GQMLE, LQMLE and GNGQMLE, respectively, and
Here,η k measures the discrepancy between the correct likelihood function and the given aux-290 iliary likelihood function. Specifically, whenη k > 1(or < 1), the given auxiliary innovation t k is heavier (or lighter) tailed than the true innovation. Furthermore, Tables 4-5 also report the estimated values of the identification condition τ 2 for each estimation method, that is, τ 2 is the sample mean of (2mε 2 t + νε t )/(1 + ε 2 t ), ε 2 t or |ε t | for the PQMLE, GQMLE (and GNGQMLE) or LQMLE estimation method, respectively. Meanwhile, it is worth mentioning that all fitted 295 models are adequate by looking at the the ACF and PACF plots (not depicted here) of the squared and absolute residuals.
From Tables 4-5, we find that (i) all the values of τ 2 are close to 1 as expected; (ii) for each return series, the PQMLE always has the best fitting in terms of the maximized LLF among all estimation methods; (iii) the GNGQMLE estimation with a t 5 or t 7 likelihood gives the second 300 best fitted models for the DJIA, HSI, Nikkei225 and SP500 return series in which the value of m are smaller, while the GQMLE estimation gives the second best fitted models for the CAC40, DAX, FISE and NASDAQ return series in which the value of m are larger; (iv) the LQMLE has the worst fitting in all cases except for the DJIA and HSI return series, in which the values of m are the smallest, and so the GQMLE has the worst fitting in these two cases; (v) the GNGQMLE 305 estimation with a t 3 likelihood always has the largest value ofη k among all GNGQMLE es-timations, and hence it implies that the auxiliary t 3 innovation is heavier tailed than the true innovation, while the auxiliary t 5 or t 7 innovation has the similar tail as the true innovation because the values ofη k in these two cases are close to 1; (vi) the values of m are all larger than 2.5, and it suggests that the innovation for each return series has finite fourth moment. Overall, 310 we know that all estimation methods are applicable, and the PQMLE estimation method taking into account both leptokurtosis and asymmetry of the innovation gives the best fitted models for all return series.
Next, we use the conditional coverage test LR cc in Christoffersen (1998, page 847) to examine whether each of the estimation methods can provide us a good interval forecast for its one-315 step-ahead prediction. For each return series, the out-of-sample data set we used is a length of n 0 consecutive data starting after the last observation of the in-sample data set. Following Christoffersen (1998), the upper-tail predictive interval (UPI) and lower-tail predictive interval (LPI) for each out-of-sample data y t at the significance levelp are defined as
respectively, whereσ t is the one-step-ahead prediction of σ t from each estimation method, and F (·) is the cdf of the PIV(0, 1, ν, m), N(0, 1), Laplace(0, 1), and standardized t i (for i = 3, 5, 7)
distribution for the PQMLE, GQMLE, LQMLE, and GNGQMLE i estimation methods, respectively. Table 6 reports all the results of LR cc withp = 0.95, which examine whether the UPI or LPI from each estimation method gives us a good conditional coverage rate (CR). From Table 325 6, we find that (i) no estimation method gives a good CR for the CAC40 and DAX return series;
(ii) the p-value of LR cc based on the LQMLE or GNGQMLE 1 method is always close to zero, and hence the CR constructed from these two methods is not satisfactory; (iii) for the DJIA, HSI or Nikkei225 return series, the CR based on the PQMLE or GNGQMLE 3 method is satisfactory in both directions, while the LPI based on the GQMLE method for the DJIA or HSI return series 330 and the UPI based on the GNGQMLE 2 method for the DJIA return series are not satisfactory;
(iv) the PQMLE and GQMLE methods indicate that only the LPI is satisfactory for the FTSE return series, and this can not be indicated by all of the GNGQMLE methods; (v) all PQMLE, GQMLE, GNGQMLE 2 and GNGQMLE 3 methods indicate that only the LPI is satisfactory for the NASDAQ and SP500 return series. Overall, we know that when the return series (e.g., FTSE) 335 has a large value of m, the PQMLE method like the GQMLE method is applicable to give us a good prediction in the light tail case, while when the return series (e.g., DJIA and HSI) has a small value of m, the PQMLE method, like the GNGQMLE 3 method, can give us a more efficient PI than others in the heavy tail case. Finally, it is worth to highlight that unlike the GNGQMLE methods, the performance of PQMLE neither relies on the selection of the auxiliary likelihood 340 function nor becomes worse in the light tail case. This robustness of the PQMLE in constructing the PI may be because of the ability of the PQMLE to take into account both leptokurtosis and asymmetry.
4·2. Application to exchange rates
In this subsection, we apply the PQMLE estimation method to four exchange rates. For each 345 exchange rate series, the period of the data we considered is listed under the second column of Table 7 . Since the log-return (×100) of each exchange rates exhibits some correlations in its conditional mean, it is first fitted by an ARMA(2,2) model with the weighted LAD estimation method in Zhu and Ling (2013) . Consequently, we denote the residuals from each fitted ARMA(2,2) model by y t . Table 7 gives the summary statistics for each y t , from which we find 350 that each y t is skewed and has a heavier tail than the N (0, 1) distribution. Hence, as in Subsection 4.1, we use a GARCH(1,1) model with the PQMLE, GQMLE, LQMLE, GNGQMLE estimation methods to fit each y t . All of estimation results are summarized in Table 8 , and all PQMLE method gives us a simple way to assess the heavy-tailedness and skewness of the innovation by looking at the values of m and ν. Moreover, compared to the GNGQMLE method, the performance of the PQMLE method neither relies on the selection of the auxiliary likelihood function nor becomes worse in the light tail case. All of these findings suggest that the PQMLE estimation method should have a wide application in practice.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Recall that the first, second and third derivatives of g(y, s) with respective to s are g 1 (y, s), g 2 (y, s) 400 and g 3 (y, s), respectively. By a simple algebra, we can show that g 1 (y, s) = 1 s − 2my 2 s 1 + y 2 s 2 − νy 1 + y 2 s 2 , g 2 (y, s) = − 1 s 2 − 2my 2 1 + y 2 s 2 + 2y 2 s(2my 2 s + νy) Thirdly, for some κ 0 ∈ (0, κ), by Assumption 3(iii) and Jansen's inequality, we have E| logf (ε t s)| = E|m log(1 + ε 2 t s 2 ) + ν tan −1 (ε t s)| ≤ m κ 0 E log(1 + ε 2 t s 2 ) κ0 + π 2 |ν| ≤ O(1) log[1 + E|ε t | 2κ0 s 2κ0 ] + O(1)
≤ O(1)(s 2κ0 + 1).
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Therefore, under Assumptions 1-5, we have verified all the conditions for Theorems 1.1-1.2 in Berkes and Horváth (2004) . Hence, the conclusions in Theorem 1 hold. This completes the proof.
